Help! I Need Open Content!

Using resources found on the web, or using songs or images that you have access to personally may constitute copyright infringement.

Infringement may result in legal and financial liability!

Images that may be freely used (with appropriate attribution) can be found using ccsearch.creativecommons.org or by reviewing the resources available at guides.library.cornell.edu/findimages

Audio that may be freely used (with appropriate attribution) may be found using dig.ccmixter.org

Please remember that social media and other promotional uses may count as commercial uses.

Videos that may be freely used (with attribution) may be found on many popular video sites. Be sure they are licensed for your intended use!

vimeo.com/creativecommons

You can find CC content on YouTube by submitting your search, and then adding the “Creative Commons” filter from the Filter menu.

Promotional and commercial uses are distinct from classroom and research uses, but these also have situational restrictions. If you have questions about your use, or would like to check how a certain copyrighted resource may be used:

copyright@cornell.edu  copyright.cornell.edu

If you seek privileged legal advice, contact the Cornell University Office of University Counsel

This work is licensed by Cornell University under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.